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Abstract
Korean is a language with complex morphology that uses spaces at larger-than-word boundaries, unlike other East-Asian
languages. While morpheme-based text generation can provide significant semantic advantages compared to commonly
used character-level approaches, Korean morphological analyzers only provide a sequence of morpheme-level tokens, losing
information in the tokenization process. Two crucial issues are the loss of spacing information and subcharacter level
morpheme normalization, both of which make the tokenization result challenging to reconstruct the original input string,
deterring the application to generative tasks. As this problem originates from the conventional scheme used when creating a
POS tagging corpus, we propose an improvement to the existing scheme, which makes it friendlier to generative tasks.
On top of that, we suggest a fully-automatic annotation of a corpus by leveraging public analyzers. We vote the surface and
POS from the outcome and fill the sequence with the selected morphemes, yielding tokenization with a decent quality that
incorporates space information. Our scheme is verified via an evaluation done on an external corpus, and subsequently, it is
adapted to Korean Wikipedia to construct an open, permissive resource. We compare morphological analyzer performance
trained on our corpus with existing methods, then perform an extrinsic evaluation on a downstream task.
Keywords: Korean NLP, POS tagging, Tokenization, Voting-based annotation

1.

Introduction

The morphology and script of the Korean language
are different from those of Indo-European languages
or other East-Asian languages such as Japanese and
Chinese (Stratos, 2017; Park et al., 2018). In particular, Korean uses spacing to increase readability, but not
necessarily at word boundaries. The agglutinative properties of Korean result in space tokenized boundaries
larger than a word, but smaller than a sentence. This
particular unit is called Eojeol, which is a property that
is not shared with other languages. Additionally, while
there is a well-defined standard for spacing, the rules
are complicated.
Prior art suggests that elaborated text processing
through morpheme-level analysis is regarded as particularly important in text generation (Kim et al., 2016).
In the context of Korean, generally, a single toolkit
tends to provide morpheme-level tokenization, morphological analysis and normalization, along with partof-speech (POS) tagging. For these reasons, the different functions are closely related and commonly trained
from a single corpus in an end-to-end manner. This
property is inherited from the canonical Sejong Corpus’ format (Kim, 2006), which has been exploited to
build and train these tools.
However, the standard corpus tagging protocol1 has
seen very few updates since it was initially proposed,
and omits crucial information to reconstruct the tokenized results back to their original form, the most obvious being spacing, as suggested in Han et al. (2017).
1

The protocol was designed for morphological analysis,
hence did not consider generative tasks, as they were yet to
be explored when this was introduced.

Ideographs
Kana
Hangul
Spacing
Word Order

Chinese
Yes
No
No
None
SVO

Japanese
Yes
Yes
No
None
SOV

Korean
Rarely
No
Yes
Optional
SOV

Table 1: Comparison of CJK languages.
Also, these tokenizers perform stemming and lemmatization following the expected output of the training
corpus. For these reasons, research in generation tasks
has resorted to using different forms of subword tokenization (Sennrich et al., 2016; Kudo and Richardson,
2018) or work around this limitation by inserting special space tokens as part of the model (Li et al., 2017;
Choe et al., 2020). Nonetheless, due to the constraints
regarding modification and redistribution2 , there has
been no literature addressing this at a large-scale corpus level. We hypothesize that by addressing this from
the lowest possible layer, it would allow morphemelevel tokenizers to be more effective when combined
with up-to-date approaches.
We focus on the point that the absence of a large-scale
open resource comparable to Sejong hinders the innovation in tokenization research for the Korean language. To apply our method at a corpus level, we leverage outputs from multiple widely-used morphemelevel tokenizers for a voting-based automatic annotation. In specific, we use multiple tokenizers to produce
2

The canonical Sejong Corpus (Kim, 2006) is only available to domestic researchers and is distributed under a nonpermissive license, which restricts modifications of any form.
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candidate tokenizations, decide the most probable token and morpheme sequence through a voting mechanism, and fill in disputed substring surfaces.
The contribution of this paper is as follows:
• We discuss issues in utilizing tokenization results
of current Korean morphological analyzers for
generative tasks. We then propose an enhancement to the existing POS tagging protocol to preserve spacing information.
• We note the absence of a universally available
large-scale Korean POS tagging corpus under
a permissive license. We propose a generation
method through semi-automatic annotation and
use the output from an ensemble of tokenizers
with a voting and filling process.
• We release the POS tagging corpus constructed
with our proposed method, under a permissive license open to contributions.

2.

Problem Definition

While Korean is commonly classified in the same
bucket as Japanese and Chinese3 , there are details that
are commonly misunderstood. Before we define the
problems we address in our work, it is important to understand the differences between these three languages,
and the problems specific to Korean we would like to
address through our work.

2.1.

Liberal Whitespaces and Eojeols

In the comparison Table 1, the most significant difference in the context of tokenization is the usage of
whitespaces. What makes Korean different from other
languages with spacing is that spacing is indecisive
even in formal documents, and often omitted liberally
(sometimes entirely) in colloquial text. In particular,
Korean spacing is done at the level of an Eojeol, which
is a logical block of agglutinated morphemes, that is
larger than a word and smaller than a phrase. As described in Figure 1, these morphemes are sometimes
not preserved in their original form, that decomposing a
sentence and normalizing the morphemes thereof may
lead to an output that makes it infeasible to reconstruct
back to its original form.
There are multiple cases in the example of Figure 2.
In this example, Input A4 is the most common form of
writing. However, Input B, which is the same sentence,
but completely stripped of whitespaces is also perfectly
readable to the Korean speakers, and is how one may
3

Commonly grouped as CJK languages.
This sentence means ”I submitted a paper to LREC”.
Specifically, the word boundaries are mainly the functional
particles, with the phrase heads at the start of each word:
- LREC.에 / 논문.을 / 제출.했.다
- LREC.to / paper.ACC / submit.PST.DEC
where ACC denotes accusative, PST the past tense, and DEC
the declarative.
4
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Figure 1: The top (proposed) is with space preservation
and no normalization, and the bottom (conventional) is
with normalization and no space preservation.

write in a casual context, such as a text message. Input C, is the standard, normalized form that one would
find in a formal document or a book - but would be an
uncommon form of writing in colloquial contexts.

2.2.

Morphological Analyzers as Tokenizers

Before the introduction of subword tokenization, the
de-facto method of tokenizing Korean text was to use a
library that jointly performs both morphological analysis and POS tagging. The majority of these libraries
also perform normalization. In a context where the POS
tags are not necessary, the morphs produced as the output of these libraries are used as tokens. This was essential as the number of Eojeol candidates quickly becomes computationally intractable, so breaking it down
to morphemes makes it possible to construct a smaller
vocabulary.
In traditional NLP methods, this process also helped
surfacing stopwords, such as junctions which provides
little benefit to task performance, at the same time reducing the amount of verb conjugations by normalization. However, a challenge was inevitable if one implements a text generation model, as the process would not
guarantee the information of the original form.
This was not an issue for most research, as text generation was still in it’s infancy and therefore the problems
focused mainly on generating coherent text, as that was
yet an unsolved problem. As a consequence of coherent
text generation being an unsolved problem, generating
natural text was not actively studied.
Due to these limitations in currently available morphological analyzers it is impossible to reconstruct the
original text. This is demonstrated again in Figure 2,
where Input A, B, and C are all tokenized to the exact same output - even if they were originally different. Not only do the majority of analyzers lose information about the original form during normalization, it
also does not preserve any information required for reconstructing the original text’s spacing. This makes the
analyzers unsuitable as a tokenizer for models involving generation tasks, especially if there is normalization involved, as there is no reliable method to reconstruct normalized text back to it’s original form.
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Figure 2: Tokenized output compared from morphological analyzers with and without normalization. Line shapes
indicate different possible input-output paths.

2.3.

Benefits of Morpheme-aware Subwords

2.4.

Despite the utility of morphological decomposition,
many current neural methods use subword tokenization
as it allows to construct a robust vocabulary that covers rare or unseen words, while allowing one to set an
upper limit on the vocabulary size.
Unfortunately, in the context of a language with a
large alphabet as in CJK, this is not always necessarily the case due to the size of the alphabet. (Moon
and Okazaki, 2020b) Especially for Korean, there have
been some developments utilizing sub-characters as
a mitigation of this limitation, but have yet to be
widely adopted. (Stratos, 2017; Moon and Okazaki,
2020a) With liberal spacing, there is an additional risk
of increased complexity training the vocabulary for
subword-based algorithms. Prior art such as multilingual BERT (mBERT) (Devlin et al., 2019) work around
this by making CJK ideograph subwords into character level. However, this approach not only increases
the sequence length, it also can have adverse effects
on the model as a single character can only represent
a very limited amount of information. Additionally, in
mBERT, this trick is not used for Korean, resulting in
a high rate of out-of-vocabulary (Moon and Okazaki,
2020b).
Recent work such as Park et al. (2020) addresses this
from a different angle. In their work, they replace the
whitespace pre-tokenization (as with BERT) with a
morph-level tokenizer, then train a subword tokenizer.
They suggest that this improves performance when applied to both transfer learning using a pre-trained language model and machine translation. In their method,
to address the lost spacing information we discussed
above, they swap whitespaces to a rarely-used Unicode character (U+2583) during encoding, and replace
it back to a whitespace when decoded. As we discussed
earlier, reconstructing normalized text is not possible
with any of the current libraries. For these reasons, they
also use a morphological analyzer that does not normalize. In our work, we also restrict the scope to nonnormalizing methods.

Resource Restrictions and Evaluation

In the previous section, we discussed that the utility
of morphological analyzer-based tokenization is not
limited to lexicon-based methods, but also includes
subword-based methods.
However, this comes at a cost - these models have been
trained with the Sejong corpus, which is inaccessible to
non-Korean citizens. Even if one has access, no modifications (such as correction on errors regarding tokens
or POS tags) could be redistributed, so the dataset has
effectively been frozen since its initial release in 2006.
Another corpus, namely ‘Modu Corpus5 ’ of National
Institute of Korean Language has the same restrictive
license as the Sejong corpus. All these environments
make it harder for non-Korean researchers to train a
competitive morphological analyzer or POS tagger.
The restrictive nature has contributed to other side effects. Some libraries that have used the corpus to train
the analyzers have made local corrections on different
subsets of the corpus, which resulted in different training data. On top of this, different or modified subsets
of the corpus have been used for evaluation - hence fair
comparison between different libraries is currently not
possible. We expect this trend to continue unless there
is an open training resource for the community to use
and improve.

3.
3.1.

Related Work

Tokenization and Text Generation

Modern neural methods have demonstrated groundbreaking results for generative tasks (Vaswani et al.,
2017; Radford et al., 2018; Radford et al., 2019), all of
which rely on tokenized text to be fully reconstructible
back to its original form. Korean tasks can also benefit
from this, but at the cost of word boundaries not necessarily reflecting the underlying morpheme.
If one needs to tokenize and construct a vocabulary at morpheme-level, utilizing a conventional tokenizer would be the most obvious approach. How-
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5

https://corpus.korean.go.kr/

ever, many implementations perform lemmatization
and stemming, which is not always reversible. Additionally, information to reconstruct the spacing is often omitted in the tokenized result. Most of all, without
spaces, when reconstructed, not only does the text look
unnatural, but it also degrades readability for humans
(Cho et al., 2018), bringing further performance degeneration in downstream tasks such as speech synthesis.
For the cases we describe above, an ideal setup lets
the tokenizer preserve spacing information while also
preserving character-level parity with the original content as much as possible. In our work, we propose an
improvement for the POS tagging scheme to guarantee reconstruction. This is implemented as an unofficial
extension to the standard POS tag rules defined by the
National Institute of Korean Language6 . We apply this
methodology to a redistributable and modifiable corpus, Wikipedia.

3.2.

Morpheme Tokenizers

In this work, we leverage various existing Korean morpheme analyzing and tokenizing toolkits to annotate a
pre-processed, web corpus. In this process, we also incorporate a new POS tag to carry over the original text’s
spacing. For the point-wise voting mechanism we propose in section 4, we limited tokenizers to those that
do not stem or lemmatize. For cases that did normalize, we restricted the choices to tokenizers that provide
a functionality that allowed us to map a stemmed subcharacter token back to its original character surface.
While all of these implementations are open source7 ,
the ones that are trained are not reproducible, as to the
training data and parameters are not open, and are not
quantitatively comparable due to the limitations of the
underlying resource used for training as we discussed
in the previous section.
3.2.1. Okt tokenizer
Okt8 is an open-source tokenizer implemented initially with social media posts as its main analysis target. Hence, it performs better than other tokenizers
for colloquial Korean sentences. Whether to normalize
or stem the sentence is optional, but we used neither
here. Unlike other approaches we discuss, Okt is implemented with a very large dictionary combined with
dynamic programming methods to search for the ideal
tokenization candidate. This model is not a trainable
model, and instead is entirely implemented using an algorithmic approach.
3.2.2. MeCab
MeCab (Kudo, 2006) is a widely used, bi-gram Markov
model and conditional random field-based (Lafferty
et al., 2001) tokenizer originally implemented for
Japanese. We use a patched version MeCab for Korean,
6

https://www.korean.go.kr/
Unfortunately, none of these provide means for citation.
8
https://github.com/open-korean-text/
open-korean-text
7

MeCab-ko9 . Normalization and stemming is not supported for Korean, and due to this behavior a morph
can have multiple POS tags. The open-source model
was trained on an undocumented subset of the Sejong
corpus, and the standard of quantitative evaluation is
absent.
3.2.3. Khaiii
Khaiii10 is the first POS tagging toolkit for Korean
which uses a deep neural network. It has been inspired
by character-level convolutional neural network methods, such as Kim (2014). It processes at a characterlevel and is implemented as a multi-task model that tokenizes, then predicts the token’s POS tag. As Khaiii
produces stemmed and lemmatized tokens, we use
source surface information to map the token and POS
tag back to the original input’s substring so that the output format is equal to MeCab11 . The model was trained
on a patched version of the Sejong corpus, which is not
publicly available due to the restrictive redistribution
license. While there are quantitative performance metrics, as the dataset is closed, it cannot be quantitatively
compared with other methods.

4.

Proposed Method

We describe vote and fill, which is a two-fold procedure which leverages conventional tokenizers for corpus generation. Kim et al. (2020) suggested adopting
the conventional POS tagged corpora for new annotation, but with rules for erroneous cases, not with multiple tokenizers.
Our method for selecting the ideal candidate token surface was inspired by semantic segmentation tasks such
as (Ronneberger et al., 2015), a task in the domain of
computer vision. It is similar to pointwise label assignment, but while vision tasks operate in a 2D setup, ours
is in 1D. We describe how token and POS sequences
for a given sentence are decided, and how exceptions
are handled. Note that in the overall process, the space
information including space and tab are split as a separate token with blank (SB) as a tag. This information
is inherent in voting for both surface and tag.

4.1.

Vote for surface

For a given sentence, let Si be the set of surfaces for
tokenizer i. An entry (u, v) ∈ Si denotes a morpheme
(substring) where u is the string index of the first character of the morpheme and v is the index of the last
character.
9

https://bitbucket.org/eunjeon/
mecab-ko
10
https://github.com/kakao/khaiii
11
This is done by matching the source string to the target
string at character level, and copying the POS tags from the
target string. When the source and target have a mismatching
character, we treat that as normalized output and mark the
source with the POS tags of each target morph until there is a
match between the source and target.
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Figure 3: With our proposed changes to the POS tagging protocol, round-trip is guaranteed by preserving everything. Different line shapes indicate different input-output paths.
Let S be the set of final surfaces. To select its elements,
M
S
we first consider the union of Si ,
Si , namely the set
i=1

of all possible surfaces from all tokenizers, 1, ..., M .
M
S
Si , we combine weights from the
For each (u, v) ∈
i=1

candidate tokenizers. Here, the weight function W is
defined:
W ((u, v)) =

M
X

wi 1Si ((u, v))

i=1

where wi is the weight regarding the tokenizer i. We
use an indicator function 1Si :
(
1 (u, v) ∈ Si
1Si ((u, v)) :=
0 (u, v) ∈
/ Si
To construct S, we order all (u, v) instances in

M
S

Si

i=1

by their weight W ((u, v)) from the highest to the lowest and assign them into S in order. We do not assign
(u, v) in S if it overlaps with pre-assigned surfaces in
S. For example, if both (3, 5) and (4, 5) are in the union
of Si and (3, 5) is already assigned in S (due to its
weight being higher), then (4, 5) cannot be assigned in
S.

4.2.

Let Ti be the POS tag set of tokenizer i. Then,
pos(u,v) ∈ Ti
where pos(u,v) is the POS tag corresponding to the
morpheme regarding the substring (u, v) in Si . For
each (u, v) in S, we gather all possible POS tags
T(u,v) =

{posi(u,v) |(u, v) ∈ Si }

i=1

and calculate weights for each of them, such that:
W (pos(u,v) ) =

M
X

wi 1Ti (pos(u,v) )

i=1

where the indicator function and the weights are defined similarly to the previous section. Choose p =
pos* (u,v) which yields the maximum weight for T(u,v) :
argmax W (p) := {p| p ∈ T(u,v) ∧

4.3.

Fill

After voting the candidates for surface and tag, we fill
the sequence with the resulting S and T . If some (u, v)s
are missing in S, we fill the surface (u, v) with POS tag
for unknown (UNK). The sentence can be removed if
its POS result incorporates a certain amount of UNK.
This part is the final step of our algorithm, and thus,
may be able to be tackled by utilizing partially annotated data (Sasada et al., 2015) or incomplete annotations (Tsuboi et al., 2008).
As one of our primary goals, we can detect disputed
sentences by checking UNKs in the output. If the tokenization differs a lot due to disagreement, this in turn
is expected to increase the frequency of UNKs. This
can be used as a metric to identify anomalies, such
as neologisms not supported by any of the models.
However, in the case of using our scheme as real-time
voting-based tokenization, UNK may not be desired. In
such a case, the user can decide the final tag by choosM
S
ing a candidate substring (u, v) among
Si \ S and
i=1

its POS that best matches with the corresponding substring (u, v) in terms of exact matching or distance. We
found 17,847 sentences (0.44%) containing at least one
UNK after this process. In the initial release, we have
isolated these into a separate file for further analysis.

Vote for tag

M
[

In ideal cases, we get one pos(u,v) left for each (u, v) in
S. To prevent p from being in tie, appropriate wi is to
be given. Finally, we define T to be the set of the final
POS tags corresponding to S.

4.4.

Corpus Construction

Our goal is to produce a morpheme-level tokenized
POS corpus with reconstruction guarantees; for these
reasons, we have explicit goals and non-goals. For
practical applicability, we constructed the corpus so
that the original text can be reconstructed by concatenating the tokens. As a tradeoff, the corpus cannot be
used for stemming or lemmatization.
The raw text we used to construct the corpus was
collected from a snapshot of the Korean version of
Wikipedia12 , which was then pre-processed to remove
all Wiki markup, headings, and other metadata. Sentences shorter than a character length threshold t were
removed during this clean-up process. With t = 15,

p

∀p′ ∈ T(u,v) : W (p′ ) ≤ W (p)}

12
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ko.wikipedia.org/wiki/

the process resulted in a total of 4,031,704 usable sentences.
In the annotation process, namely voting and filling,
we used the three tokenizers noted in section 2.2. wi
was set to (1.1, 1.0, 1.0), where w1 was given a higher
weight than the others to minimize orphan surfaces.
Surface@Jaccard
POS@Accuracy

Okt
0.564
0.615

MeCab
0.825
0.944

Khaiii
0.818
0.958

We used 683 instances from the Exobrain14 corpus
that did not contain any stemmed or lemmatized morphemes. With this data, we checked the token and POS
match between the ground truth (GT) and the prediction.
Sejong
Modu Corpus
Exobrain
UD Korean
KLUE-DP
Ours

Voted
0.848
0.945

Table 2: Our voting scheme compared with other methods. POS accuracy only against matching surfaces.

Surface@Jaccard
POS@Accuracy

10k
0.802
0.949

15k
0.804
0.951

30k
0.798
0.952

50k
0.799
0.952

In our experiments, we chose MeCab to have the
weight w1 based on our evaluation in Table 2, and
uniform weight for the other tokenizers. The rationale
for this choice was due to MeCab having the highest
surface (tokenization) accuracy, and our work had a
stronger preference to prioritize this. This choice was
made due to most recent work using the token output from morphological analyzers, while discarding the
POS tags.

Experiments

Our scheme yields a morpheme-level, large-scale POS
tagged corpus. The output of this work can be used
for many tasks, such as POS tagging, morpheme level
tokenization, language modeling, or small-scale pretraining for transfer learning. The scale of this corpus
with respect to other resources is compared in Table 4.
Sejong and Exobrain13 are not openly accessible nor
permissive for modification and redistribution. While
UD Korean (Chun et al., 2018) and KLUE-DP (Park et
al., 2021) are accessible, multipurpose resources (e.g.,
dependency parsing), the size is significantly smaller
than that of Sejong. Using the corpus we created, first
we train a MeCab model with varying sizes of training data sampled from the dataset and compare it with
the original MeCab model. Using one of the trained
MeCab models, we then perform extrinsic evaluation
using a machine translation task and compare it to multiple baselines.

5.1.

14

Morphological Analysis

http://aiopen.etri.re.kr/

Open
×
×
×
o
o
o

Additionally, we sampled 10K sentences from the
dataset for human validation, which was then validated
and corrected by a linguist. We used the corrected
dataset as a gold standard and compared it with the uncorrected samples. This evaluation resulted in a surface
score of 0.975 and a POS accuracy of 0.992. The results
demonstrate that our scheme can produce a reasonably
accurate dataset.
The performance is measured in two ways. First, we
use a modified Jaccard index to measure the reliability of tokenization. Originally, the Jaccard index for a
sentence is defined as the proportion of common surfaces among the union of GT and predicted surfaces.
However, to ensure that the tokenization and tagging
are correctly evaluated when tokens are repeated in a
sentence, we attach the order of appearance to each
token so as to distinguish the overlapped morphemes,
which may possibly have different POS tags. The final
Jaccard index is averaged over all sentences in the test
corpus. Second, the accuracy of predicted POS tags is
calculated using common surfaces between GT and the
predictions. We observed that voting produced more reliable results than using a single model, as can be seen
in Table 2.
Additionally, to verify that our data can be used to
train a morphological analyzer, we used the data to
train a MeCab model and compared this to the original
MeCab. The model trained with a small data 15 reproduced around 80% of the performance that the original
model has, as seen in Table 3.
As the training protocol has not been officially documented, we used default parameters for training. We
hypothesize that if training is done with the same train-

15

To first probe if our voting scheme produces better
machine annotated data than annotating with a single
model, we compare the results using a POS corpus that
none of the models have seen. The quantitative analysis was done by comparing our voting scheme with
Okt, MeCab, and Khaiii.
13

Purpose
POS Tagging
POS Tagging
Universal
Universal
Universal
POS Tagging

Table 4: Comparison of scale with known corpora.
Open indicates open access with a permissive license.

Table 3: Comparison with the original MeCab (=1.0).
POS accuracy only against matching surfaces.

5.

Eojeols
10,066,722
3,006,660
33,131
532,598
136,987
55,154,053

Adopted since not utilized in any of the baseline training.
Less than 1.5% of the entire data.

Level
Morph
Eojeol

BPE
28.88
12.52

MeCab
36.73
17.68

Khaii
35.18
15.70

Khaii-N
30.26
12.82

Ours
36.03
17.21

Table 5: BLEU score comparison of different tokenization schemes. Khaiii-N is Khaiii with normalization.
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ing parameters and data size as the original model
used, the gap can be further reduced. We observed that
our model splits words much more aggressively, which
contributed to mismatched surfaces.

5.2.

Machine Translation

For extrinsic evaluation, we used Marian NMT
(Junczys-Dowmunt, 2019) trained to perform English
to Korean (en-ko) translation. The tokenization and
evaluation protocol followed the work in Park et al.
(2020). We used the news data from the AI Hub machine translation dataset16 , which consists of approximately 800K English-Korean sentence pairs. For our
experiments, we used 40K sentences for test and validation and the remainder for training. The translation
model used is an RNN-based encoder-decoder model
with attention, using a shared 85K subword-level vocabulary trained with byte-pair encoding (BPE) after
morpheme-level tokenization (Sennrich et al., 2017),
trained for 10 epochs.
As our work focuses on improving generation performance, we limited our evaluation to en-ko since it adequately displays the tendency of reconstruction regarding tokenization. The 10K model from our previous experiment was used as a pre-tokenizer for BPE and compared against BPE without pre-tokenization, and three
other models as the pre-tokenizer. Due to the limitations of MeCab17 which was used as the probe model
for our corpus, spacing was emulated through a special
token (U+2583). This allows reversible reconstruction,
as seen in Figure 3.
We compared the different approaches using BLEU
at morpheme-level following WAT2019 (Nakazawa et
al., 2019) and Eojeol-level. For morpheme-level evaluation, the final detokenized output was re-tokenized
with MeCab. Due to Korean’s agglutinative nature,
Eojeol-level is an incredibly difficult task, primarily
when evaluated with BLEU. Agglutinations of certain
morphs such as junctions are often optional, and this
can negatively affect the BLEU score even when the
predicted output is perfectly coherent. On top of that,
we evaluate if the model performs spacing perfectly,
which is a difficult task even for a native speaker. As
can be seen from the results in Table 5, while the performance of the original Mecab models is slightly better, our model trained only on a small subset of data
is better than that of other tokenization schemes in a
translation context.

16
Though the evaluation with accessible benchmarks such
as Park et al. (2016) is recommended for reproducibility, we
could not adopt those in training and test due to various quality issues such as mistranslations and typos.
17
As MeCab uses whitespaces as breaks, to use our corpus
significant modifications were needed.

6.
6.1.

Discussion

Why Our Scheme and Corpus?

Our primary aim is to create an open and redistributable
corpus that can be utilized in model training with further refinement. The vote and fill scheme achieve these
goals, given that the resulting corpus shows adequate
performance when evaluated on usual tasks. However,
to ensure quality, human annotation is required.
One clear merit of our tagging scheme is that the conventional corpus designers can obtain a reliable POS
tagged draft for any raw corpus they adopt. It is common practice to refine a machine annotated corpus with
human annotation, and MeCab is often used to perform
this kind of machine annotation in practice. However,
the machine output is usually not sufficient as a draft
due to domain-specific OOV issues. Our scheme helps
the training process leverage other candidate tokenizers
with the voting-based decision.
We attempted to cope with this by suggesting an output
that matches the best result (in part) across the conventional POS tagging systems. We also believe that
our method can be leveraged by semi-supervised techniques that handle noisy data, since our approach is
scalable though not comparable with human annotation.
The other advantage of our resulting corpus is that it
delivers an open, accessible resource that allows future
refinement and extension. As Wikipedia content is distributed under a share-alike license, further redistribution mandates the same license policy. This includes
our work, but derivatives of it as well, effectively making this an open source project. We assume this can
encourage other community members to engage in the
analysis and enhancement of the proposed resource.

6.2.

Limitation

Normalization Though our approach suggests an incremental enhancement of tokenization and POS tagging from the status quo, we do not handle the normalization of lexicons in our process. Thus, for further usage of stemmed or lemmatized tokens, the users
may necessitate additional post-processing or a module
which specializes in this task. Normalization is related
to but is a different issue from tokenization; thus, we
leave it as a separate work in our study.
Lack of library support While our scheme is interoperable with existing tools, we noticed an oversight
during our experiments. The probe tokenizer we used
(MeCab) breaks at spaces, resulting in this information
being lost during training. In the experiments, we emulated spacing by replacing it with a special character,
but existing libraries will require modifications to use
the proposed scheme. Alternatively, a novel tokenization method that incorporates this could also be potential future work.
Quality of tokenization We acknowledge our approach’s limitation and that the result is not fully at the
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quality level of a human-annotated gold standard. This
prevents our corpus from being used as a benchmark
dataset. However, the human validation results suggest
that our dataset is capable of producing a dataset of
comparable quality to that of a fully human annotated
one, and with incremental error corrections we believe
it would be possible isolate a subset of our corpus to be
used as a benchmark.

7.

Conclusion

In this work, we identify a constraint in the standard protocol of creating Korean POS tagging corpora,
namely that the construction does not account for the
necessity of spacing. We demonstrate that such limitation of the corpus propagates to the tokenizers trained
with those, limiting the applicability to a generative
task.
We then propose a novel, voting-based method for this
at the corpus generation level, creating an unprecedented large-scale open resource18 with this mitigation
applied to enable universal access to a Korean POS tagging and morpheme level tokenization research. Unlike
previous datasets, ours can be incrementally enhanced
by the greater research community.
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Ethical Considerations
We provide the dataset that is automatically annotated
by the publicly available POS tagging/tokenization
modules. The raw corpus is Korean Wikipedia, which
is available under Creative Commons AttributionShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. Some of the datasets
used for the comparison are restricted to non-Korean
researchers and are referred to claim the exclusiveness
of current open resources. The MT corpus used in the
evaluation is free and accessible with a simple sign-in.
Still, it is considered difficult to attain for non-Korean
researchers, and the redistribution is restricted. The usage was inevitable due to the lack of a usable open machine translation corpus.
Our data construction and experiment do not involve
the human subject and manual works. The corpus constructed in this paper is based on a widely-referred but
not yet POS annotated dataset. Wikipedia is also known
as a community-contributed document set that is refined with public discussions.
The proposed data regards POS tagging and tokenization, which is more syntactic and might not involve bias
or hate issues. However, due to the vast size of the corpus, we could not yet guarantee there exists the automatic inferences that may induce any form of harm. As
18

Data and code at: https://github.com/openkorpos

the resource is malleable through community contributions, we hope to react and remove problematic data as
they are discovered quickly.
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